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Kerala blasters crowd support

Last updated on Dec 05, 2018, 03:55 p.m. Indian Super League side Kerala Blasters always boasted strong fanbase, with big turnout at each of their games creating an incomparable electric atmosphere. This season, however, they have failed to impress and have a collected just nine points from 10 games. This poor run has seen their fans dissatisfied, and fan views have decreased. Last night, the
Blaster recorded their lowest fan breakup. Kerala Blasters have won just a single game in the entire season - their first game against ATK. Since then, they have drawn six and lost three of the remaining games. Kerala manager David James feels that the results weren't quite his team's fault, blaming a number of refereeing errors against his team instead, saying, It's been a constant theme this season.
Because of Kerala's run of poor performances, their fans clouded social media and called for a strike. Their most prominent fan group, Manjapadda, completely boycotted the match, thereby reducing the number of spectators to a large extent. Interestingly, German football legend Lothar Matthaus was present at Kochi's Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium when Kerala played against Jamshedpur FC in front of a
record-low 8,451 spectators Unlike club football, franchise football cannot have the same die-hard fans who would live and breathe their clubs. When an East Bengal or a Mohun Bagan takes to the field, no matter what their form is like, fans will support the venue crowd and their club vociferously. Franchise clubs have no history, people haven't grown up with them, so such an easy detachment is possible.
A club is like a family, you always support and help your family. At home (after the game), you shout, criticize but at a game you help. If you don't help your team, you help the opponent, jamshedpur FC head coach Cesar Ferrando said on #KeralaBlasters supporter boycott of #KERJAM— Arun George (@saysarun) December 4, 2018 As Kerala Blasters players and coach David James boards the team bus
to leave the JLN Stadium in Kochi after a grueling 0-1 defeat to FC Pune City, fans have 'Berbatov, Berbatov!' and 'We're fu**ing shit!'. Dimitar Berbatov unceremoniously left the Indian Super League (ISL) club last season by posting an Instagram story criticizing the coach's tactics. He was initially mocked and criticised by the club's fans, but a few months later they felt the need to stress that perhaps the
former Manchester United player had a point. Blasters are on a winless run of 10 games, the combined worst (along with Delhi Dynamos) running in a season in the league's history. To make matters worse, the decline in the number of fans showing up for home games is something the club has never had to by since its inception in 2014 not. That's worrying because Kerala Blasters, despite not giving a
single trophy at their shelves, are known for their huge fan base being considered one of the best in India. David David After the defeat to Pune City, confused by how the fans could stop coming to the stadium due to poor results. It makes sense to think about it, but the reality is that not every single stadium attendant in Kochi attended Blasters' games because they followed the sport or the club religiously.
Yes, there are some thousands of fans who have stuck to their task of supporting the club, but you can't expect the casual viewers to show up when the results are bad. Back when the stadium in Kochi had more than 55000 fans for home games, families including small children, college students and every other Keralite treated the games as a celebratory event. It contributed to a wonderful atmosphere
within the stadium. To add to the numbers, there were fans travelling all the way from Malappuram and Kozhikode. It went on for nearly four seasons despite Blasters not had the on-field success to reward their fans. When the defeats and pulling began to accumulate. a portion of the hardcore fans became disillusioned and the others just lost interest. Most members of Manjappada and other fan groups of
the club still regularly turn up and it makes no sense to put the blame on them for the drop in attendance figures. The fan culture in Kerala is taking on a new form. With the entry of Gokulam Kerala into the scene, the football-loving region in northern Kerala where a fan culture is already established is slowly turning into a hotbed for the sport. Despite the lack of major marketing plans and extensive
television coverage that includes 'prime-time' kickoffs as in ISL, I-League football in Kozhikode has attracted a good turnout this season. The support for Gokulam Kerala at the start of their debut season was modest, but it was to be expected with Blasters being the monopoly, after the scene entered in 2014 when the state did not have a professional football club to cheer for. The poor results in Kochi were
a blessing in disguise for the Malabarians, who don't necessarily need Blasters to fail to get more support. When Gokulam Kerala gained access to the I-League a year back, they were advised by the who of Indian football to play from Kozhikode instead of Manjeri in Malappuram who would be their original base. This was done because it was feared that football fans from the district of Malappuram would
not show up in Kochi for Blasters' ISL games. For a fan, though, it's easier to get to Kozhikode from Malappuram than to get to Kochi. Multiple clubs and fan bases may exist together in Kerala, but results and approach to the fans will keep the pendulum swing. A few wins on the jog could attract people to the stadium again, but it won't be as easy as it once was when the Yellows professional club in the
state. For now, kudos to the eight thousand fans who showed up to see Kerala Blasters playing Pune City in Kochi for them are fans, not customers. This is the second time that beat ATK in the ISL opener after winning 2-0 in Kolkata last season. news ISL 2019 Monday, October 21, 2019 - 18:25Kerala Blasters kicked off the 2019-20 Indian Super League (ISL) season with a come from behind victory over
Atletico de Kolkata at Kochi 's Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium on Sunday.One of the game's talking points was the electric atmosphere inside the stadium with Kerala Blasters' vocal fan group Manjappada forming a yellow wall around the ground. Unseating a banner that reads Rise like a phoenix, the fans set the tone for Kerala's on-field performance. And rising like a Phoenix, they did! What a show from
@KeralaBlasters what a show of #TrueLove of their fans! #KERKOL #HeroISL #LetsFootball #HeroISLOpening pic.twitter.com/tGEaLFHIkK— Indian Super League (@IndSuperLeague) October 20, 2019 One of the congratulatory messages on Twitter reads: I don't know if @KeralaBlasters will be looking all the way into the @IndSuperLeague. But I'm 100% sure that Kerala's football fans are among the
best in the world. I would rate them as high as Brazil's. I have nothing but love for Kerala's football match. I don't know if @KeralaBlasters the rest of the way in the @IndSuperLeague. But I'm 100% sure that Kerala's football fans are among the best in the world. I would rate them as high as Brazil's. I have nothing but Kerala's football match. @ESchattorie @kbfc_manjappada pic.twitter.com/dMxLJEKqyG
— T.N. Raghu (@tnrags) October 20, 2019 Recognizing the support of the fans, Kerala Blasters player Lauratthara wrote, Great performance by the boys today! And what an atmosphere here at Kochi! Thanks to all the fans to turn out in big numbers, your support means a lot to the whole @KeralaBlasters. Great show by the boys today! And what an atmosphere here at Kochi! Thanks to all the fans for
turning out in big numbers, your support means a lot for the whole @KeralaBlasters ! @kbfc_manjappada #YennumYellow #KERKOL pic.twitter.com/mQANI5Y2f2— Lalruatthara (@Ruatthara39) October 20, 2019Fore the game started, the ground was bathed in a sea of yellow with fans turning out in numbers to support the home side. The @KeralaBlasters's famous 12th man is ready to show their
#TrueLoveThe #HeroISL 2019-20 is all set to be up and running before a big yellow wall!#LetsFootball pic.twitter.com/asiuThCsUp- Indian Super League (@IndSuperLeague) October 20, 2019Some attractions you never get bored!! Great to be back in Kochi @KeralaBlasters @IndSuperLeague pic.twitter.com/vl3pZUAhIX— Varun Tripuraneni (@tvaroon) October 20, 2019 The Sea of Yellow makes their
presence felt tonight!#KERKOL #YennumYellow pic.twitter.com/wjsdnvHxsx— Kerala Blasters FC (@KeralaBlasters) October 20, 2019 While two-time champions ATK made their 100th goal in the Indian (ISL) scored, it wasn't enough to see them through in the opening game of ISL Season 6, as hosts Kerala Blasters rallied to secure a 2-1 victory. Carl McHugh put ATK ahead with an absolute stunner in
sixth minute, but the hosts, who were egged on by a vociferous crowd, hit back with two goals from new signing Bartholomew Ogbeche in the first half himself. This is the second time Kerala has beaten ATK in the ISL opener after winning 2-0 in Kolkata last season. The match got off to an electrifying start with the visitors stunning the packed crowd early in the game. A free-kick was cushioned back for
McHugh by Agustin Garcia Iniguez at the far post. The Irishman continued to slam a brilliant first-time volley with his left foot that gave Bilal Khan in the Kerala goal whatsoever no chance. With the wind in their sails from an early goal, ATK continued to press Kerala relentlessly and several chances to double their lead but failed to conclude them. A rattled Kerala was handed a lifeline as ATK winger Michael
Asairaj went down inside the box after a challenge by Sergio Cidoncha, but the referee blew away the protests and Kerala won a corner of the ensuing counter-attack, which produced the equaliser. Ogbeche saw his looping header come back off the far post from the upright, only for Pronay Halder to pull off Jairo Rodriguez who was about to slot it in. The referee awarded the spot-kick and Ogbeche made
no mistake in beating Arindam Bhattacharja to lift the spirits of the home fans. The Men in Yellow began to enjoy more time on the ball after the equaliser, storming into the lead just before half-time. Pronay failed to clear a low cross from Prasanth Karuthadathkuni and the loose ball was cleverly driven in by a lurking Ogbeche.Kerala also continued their emergence in the second half but failed to add to their
time. With IANS input input
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